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Abstract—When studying and designing protocols for mobile
opportunistic networks, most works consider only direct contact patterns between mobile nodes. Tracking these contacts
is important for end-to-end communications but relying only
on this kind of information provides a limited view about
transmission possibilities. Mobile users are often in intercontact,
but still separated by only a few hops, which translate into
effective communication opportunities between nodes. In this
paper, we focus on such a type of communication opportunities
and investigate to what extent they can be predicted. Using realworld datasets, we provide evidences about the predictable nature
of nodes’ proximity and evaluate the benefits of these results
compared to direct contact predictions.
Index Terms—Opportunistic networks, intermittent connections, support vector machine, link prediction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The delay-tolerant network (DTN) paradigm has developed
over the last few years [1]. Its growth comes from the democratization of recent mobile technologies like smartphones,
laptops, tablets, or game stations. These devices allow each
person to carry wireless technologies and enables them to
collect and disseminate data on the go. During the day, people
encounter each other at random locations in the street, the
public transportation system or at work. By coming close to
one another, these persons are able to transmit information to
each other via short range wireless technologies like Wi-Fi
Direct or Bluetooth.
The design of efficient communication protocols in DTNs
depends in great part on the capacity to understand and
predict human mobility patterns. Thus, over the last years,
several studies have revealed important insights about contact
durations between mobile users [2], the periodicity of human
encounters [3], or the network structures created by human
meeting patterns [4]. Uncovering these mobility patterns can
then be used to design measures that facilitate the prediction of
contacts between nodes. This includes the use of frequency of
contacts to identify similarities in mobility characteristics [5],
or in finding strongly-connected mobile users that could serve
as message carriers [6]. While these metrics are used as good
heuristics to the contact prediction problem, they provide only
a limited view on the future contact opportunities. A more
advantageous but laborious approach to this problem is to
predict the contact patterns.
978-1-4799-4937-3/14/$31.00 c 2014 IEEE
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Recent studies have addressed the problem of contact
prediction – predict if two nodes are going to be in direct
transmission range – and have revealed that, under the right
prediction method and predictive features, contacts between
mobile users are to a certain extent predictable [7]. This result
is valuable as it allows one to predict the evolution of the
network of human interactions that can be used to design more
effective DTN communication protocols.
But contacts between nodes are not the only type of
relationship between mobile users. Often, users may find
themselves not in direct transmission range but still in the
nearby vicinity. Thus, to have a broader view on the available
communication opportunities, the extended notion of contact,
namely κ-contact, has recently been proposed [8]. Previous
analyses showed that considering only contacts between nodes
ends up in a biased suboptimal network understanding while
studying κ-contacts provides a more complete understanding
on the available end-to-end communication opportunities.
In this work, we study the predictability of extended contact
opportunities in DTNs. Using data from three human-based
contact traces, we show that κ-contact opportunities are more
predictable than direct contact relationships. To measure the
possible impact of this finding in a real-world application, we
propose an experimental setting that supports the idea that
κ-contact prediction has an interesting potential usage. Our
contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We provide insights on the κ-contacts relationships between mobile nodes and show that considering only
direct contacts covers a limited part of the end-to-end
transmission possibilities. We reveal the instability of
periods of time nodes stay at the same distance, and that
κ-contact intervals display better predictability characteristics: intervals frequency and length.
• Using a supervised prediction framework, we study the
predictive nature of κ-contacts and compare it with the
traditional case of predicting contacts between nodes. Our
results indicate that, in highly dynamic mobile settings
(e.g. rollerblading scenario), predicting that nodes will
remain at a distance of at most two hops from one
another, can attain twice the performance of a direct
contact prediction.
• Through simulations, we evaluate the impact of κ-contact
prediction in a service that would benefit from predicting
contacts between mobile users. The experimental results
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show that there is a higher potential on relying on κcontact prediction compared to the traditional contact
case.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II details the κ-vicinity notion as well as κ-contact and
the datasets used in our study. Sections III exposes interesting
facts about κ-contacts relationships while Section IV describes
the prediction framework and reports the prediction performance. Finally, we link our work to the existing literature in
Section VI and conclude our study in Section VII.
II. V ICINITY AND DATASETS
A. Is contact enough?
Current DTN approaches only consider network knowledge
coming from nodes in contact. While this approach may be
simple, it has proven to be efficient in making decisions to
forward data in DTNs. However, we realize that there is more
at hand than simple contact information. In Fig. 1, we represent some interesting facts about two nodes from Sig09 dataset
(see Section II-C for more details on this dataset).
In Fig. 1(a), we plot the proportion of time nodes spend
in contact and in intercontact (not in contact) according to
the traditional approach. They stay around 6% of the time
in contact and the remaining 94% in intercontact. However,
when we observe the same situation under a vicinity-aware

Fig. 3. Example of κ-vicinity. The 1-vicinity consists in only node i’s
contacts (1-hop distance). The 2-vicinity consists in all i neighbor’s whose
shortest distance is inferior to 2 hops.

point of view (see Fig. 1(b)), we see that these nodes stay 6%
of their time in contact but they also remain at a 2-hop distance
around 20% of the time and at a 3-hop distance around 10%
of the time. The time that the nodes spend without any endto-end path linking them (∞) is only 57% of the experiment
duration; far below the 94% intercontact time illustrated in
Fig. 1(a). Considering only the time spent at a 2-hop distance
improves our understanding of the duration that the two nodes
are linked by an end-to-end path by a factor of 3.
At a network-wide level, we observe that contacts also represent a minor part of end-to-end transmission opportunities.
In Fig. 2, we represent the number of connected pairs by their
shortest distances for the beginning of the Sig09 dataset. The
bottom layer indicates the number of nodes that are in contact,
the yellow layer shows nodes connected by 2-hop paths and so
on. It becomes clear that most end-to-end opportunities come
from 2-hop paths and not from contacts. Therefore, ignoring
such opportunities results in a waste of connectivity assets.
B. κ-vicinity, κ-contact, and κ-intercontact
To characterize a vicinity in DTN, we use the concept of
κ-vicinity [9]. We discriminate a node i’s vicinity according to
the number of hops between i and its surrounding neighbors.
Note that in our definition, we assume that connectivity is
bidirectional, as a result κ-vicinity relationships are symmetric.
Definition 1. κ-vicinity. The κ-vicinity Vκi of node i is the set
of nodes with shortest paths of length at most κ hops from i.
i
⊂ Vκi . In Fig. 3, we illustrate the 1-vicinity
Clearly, Vκ−1
and 2-vicinity for node i. The κ-vicinity’s relevancy comes
from the proximity of nodes. The shortest distance is one of
the easiest characteristics to gather in opportunistic networks.
We need to extend the notion of contact and intercontact to the
κ-vicinity as from now on, they represent our point of view
in the network.

Definition 2. κ-contact. Two nodes are in κ-contact when
they dwell within each other’s κ-vicinity, with κ ∈ N∗ . More
formally, two nodes i and j are in κ-contact when {i ∈ Vκj } ≡
{j ∈ Vκi }. In other words, a contemporaneous path of length
at most κ hops links i and j. Note that, 1-contact represents
mere contact.

TABLE I
DATASETS CHARACTERISTICS .

#
41
76
61

Duration
12h
1 day
1h30

Probing
120s
120s
15s

Type
Conference
Conference
Sport

80
% of total

Dataset
Infocom05
Sig09
Rollernet

100

60
40

TABLE II
D ISTANCE AVERAGE DURATION ( IN SECONDS ).

Dataset
Infocom05
Sig09
Rollernet

1
399
149
48

2
296
83
65

3
224
41
76

κ
4
175
25
89

5
131
18
105

6
154
13
114

20

7
212
11
129

0
Infocom05
∞

Fig. 4.

Definition 3. κ-intercontact. Two nodes are in κ-intercontact
when they do not belong to each other’s κ-vicinity (there is
no path of length κ or less linking the two nodes). Note that,
1-intercontact represents simple intercontact.
C. Datasets
We consider several real-world contact traces throughout
our experiments.
Infocom05 measurement was held during a 5 days conference
in 2005 [2]. 41 attendees carried iMotes collecting information
about other iMotes nearby within a 10m wireless range.
We study a 12-hour interval bearing the highest networking
activity. Each iMote probes its environment every 120 seconds.
Infocom05 represents a professional meeting framework.
Sig09 was taken during the first day of a conference in
Barcelona [10]. The experiment recorded 76 users relationships using Bluetooth-based smartphones. Each phone logged
contacts every 120 seconds.
Rollernet had 62 participants measuring their mutual connectivity with iMotes during a 1 hour and a half rollerblading tour
in Paris [11]. These iMotes sent beacons every 15 seconds.
This experiment shows a specific sport gathering scenario.
In Table I, we recapitulate all datasets characteristics. # is
the number of participating nodes. Duration indicates the
dataset duration. Probing shows the probing intervals of the
measuring devices.
III. PAIRWISE INTERACTIONS UNDER THE κ- CONTACT

Sig09

Rollernet

δ value (in seconds)
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Pairwise minimum distance for Infocom05, Sig09, and Rollernet.
TABLE III
κ- CONTACT AVERAGE DURATION ( IN SECONDS ).

Dataset
Infocom05
Sig09
Rollernet

1
399
149
48

2
322
101
61

3
274
72
68

κ
4
247
60
75

5
230
54
81

6
224
51
86

7
224
50
90

this distance as 1. If they come as close as 3 hops, we consider
the minimum distance to be 3. For nodes that never come in
κ-contact, we consider this distance as ∞.
We represent the results in Fig. 4. In terms of pairs of nodes
that come in direct contact, we observe that in conference
settings, characterized by a high number of nodes in restricted
physical spaces, the number of connected pairs is reasonably
high: 49% for Sig09 and 73% for Infocom05. Rollernet on
the other hand shows a lower network connectivity, with only
33% of nodes coming in a direct contact. But the analysis
of contact alone yields an incomplete picture as there is a
considerable amount of nodes who come close to each other
but never in direct contact. For example, the percentage of
pairs that come at a distance of 2 is 5% for Infocom05, 16%
for Sig09, and 41% for Rollernet. For Rollernet the percent of
nodes that come at a 2-hops distance is even higher than the
nodes that come in direct contact and one can observe that a
non negligible amount of nodes advance up to a distance 3
(6%) and 4 (16%).

CASE

Given the new definitions of contact and intercontact we
analyze different characteristics of the pairwise interactions.
For more detailed information concerning κ-contact and κintercontact, please refer to [9].
A. Pairwise minimum distance
We begin by studying the pairwise minimum distance, i.e.,
how close nodes come to each other during the duration of a
trace. For instance, if two nodes meet at least once, we mark

B. Average distance duration
In Table II, we present the average duration of an interval
during which nodes remain at a distance of κ-hops from
one another. For Infocom05 and Sig09, we observe that close
connections are more stable, with smaller average durations
as the distance between nodes increases. This shows how for
conference settings, network stability comes from the core of
the κ-vicinity. However, we observe the opposite phenomenon
for Rollernet dataset. With larger κ we have an increase of

TABLE IV
κ- CONTACT NUMBER OF INTERVALS (×1, 000).

Datasets
Infocom05
Sig09
Rollernet

1
3.7
13.3
2.6

2
14.7
49.7
9.4

3
28.9
96.9
18.4

κ
4
40.0
131.6
27.5

5
46.7
152.2
35.2

6
50.3
163.4
41.3

7
51.9
168.8
45.7

the average duration that nodes spend at a certain distance
from one another. Thus, due to nodes’ movement in a highly
dynamic scenario, meeting between users lasts for very short
periods of time but nodes spend a significant amount of time
in the nearby vicinity.
C. Average κ-contact duration
We also study the average κ-contact durations (see Table III), i.e., we observe the average duration of any κ-contact
interval. Following our logic, since we cover a wider spatial
range with our κ-vicinity, nodes coming closer are likely to
be in κ-contact earlier and leave the κ-contact later, therefore
we should obtain longer κ-contact intervals. With Rollernet,
we observe that the greater the value for κ, the longer the
durations. Surprisingly for Infocom05 and Sig09, this is not the
case, we actually notice the opposite phenomenon. With larger
κ, we seem to have smaller κ-contact intervals. So does that
mean that increasing our network vision with the κ-vicinity
reduces the duration of end-to-end transmission possibilities?
Table IV shows how wrong this conclusion may be. In this
table, we show the actual number of κ-contact intervals for
each κ and each dataset. For all of them, the greater the value
of κ, the greater the number of κ-contact intervals. So, with
higher κ values, we multiply the possibility of observing a
κ-contact interval. They may be on average of shorter length
(for Infocom05 and Sig09) yet we multiply the possibility of
having pairwise end-to-end paths. In addition, the cumulated
κ-contact duration grows with larger κ. A similar observation
as well as an explanation has been made in a companion
paper [9].

changes of the network may depend not only on the most
recent state of the network but also on older ones. To model
the dynamic evolution and catch possible periodicities in
human encounters, the data used as input in the prediction
process is represented as a successive series of static snapshots
Gti−m , ..., Gti−2 , Gti−1 . Thus, given data from the previous m
time-windows our objective is to predict the κ-contacts during
the next target period Gti . We will later discuss how the choice
of w and m affect the prediction performance.
B. κ-contact prediction problem
We formulate the prediction task as a binary classification
problem where, given past data recorded until a moment in
time ti−1 , the goal is to predict if any two mobile nodes will
be in κ-contact during the subsequent period [ti−1 , ti ).
We rely on two types of information in the prediction model:
the frequency of κ-contact occurrences and the structural properties of the connectivity network. The first type of information
measures the strength of κ-contact relationships, quantified
by the duration and the number of times any pair of nodes
has been in κ-contact in the past. A longer duration and a
greater number of κ-contacts can provide stronger evidence
that two nodes will be in κ-contact in the future. For the second
type of information, to quantify the structural properties of the
network, we extract various features that capture the proximity
between nodes in the graph of past interactions. These features showed predictive power in various applications such as
collaborative filtering and link prediction problems [12], [13],
[14]. In this work we use four common proximity measures:
•

CN(u,v) = | V1u ∩ V1v |.
•

IV. P REDICTING κ- CONTACT ENCOUNTERS
A. Dynamic graph representation
The mobile traces analyzed in this paper represent dynamic
networks composed of a set of mobile users that sporadically
come in contact. We represent this network using a dynamic
graph structure, G0,T = (V, E0,T ), with V the set of mobile
users observed during a finite period of time [0, T) and
E0,T the set of temporal edges between them. We consider
an edge euv ∈ E0,T if any two users u, v ∈ V have
been at least once into contact during the period [0, T). To
analyze the evolution of this network over time, we split
time into fixed time-windows of duration w and represent the
dynamic network as a time series of network snapshots Gt1 ,
T
⌉. Gti represents the aggregate
Gt2 , ..., Gtn , with n = ⌈ w
graph Gti−1 ,ti that records the contacts between mobile users
during the period [ti−1 , ti ). In a dynamic network, the future

Common neighbors (CN). For each pair of nodes u, v ∈
V , CN represents the number of common neighbors:
(1)

Adamic Adar [15]. This measure extends the notion of
common neighbors by weighting each neighbor by the
inverse logarithm of its degree centrality:
X
1
(2)
AdamicAdar(u,v) =
x .
|
V
1 |
u
v
x∈{V1 ∩V1 }

•

Katz [16]. This feature counts all the paths between any
pair of nodes, giving a higher weight to shorter paths. If
pathlu,v represents the set of paths of length l between
two nodes u and v, and β is a damping factor (set to 0.05
in our evaluation), the Katz score is calculated using the
following formula:
Katz(u,v) =

∞
X

β l × | pathlu,v |.

(3)

l=1
•

Preferential attachment [17]. This feature is built on the
premise that the probability of a new contact is correlated
with the product of nodes’ degree.
P A(u,v) = | V1u | × | V1v |

(4)
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The two types of features provide complementary information about nodes’ contact patterns. The frequency of interactions catches the persistence of κ-contact relationships but its
predictive power is conditioned by the past contact occurrences
(using these features one can only predict the reoccurrence of
a κ-contact). Topological features, on the other hand, allow
us to capture complex data patterns about the structure of
the network of interactions. We build the prediction model
and report the results using the entire set of features as we
observed that taking these features together achieves a higher
performance than using them separately.
We adhere to a supervised learning procedure in our evaluation. Each mobile trace is split in two equal-sized temporal
parts: the first period is used as the training set and the
remaining part serves to report the prediction performance. We
examined two classification algorithms: SVM (using LIBSVM
library [18]) and logistic regression, under different parameter
settings and used a validation set to avoid overfitting. We
report the quality of the prediction using the F1 score (also
called F -measure), expressed as the harmonic mean between
P
TP
precision ( T PT+F
P ) and recall ( T P +F N ) as defined by the
confusion matrix (Table V).
C. The effect of time-window duration and past data
The prediction performance is influenced by the duration
of the time-window. Aggregating data over longer durations
may lose useful temporal information about the structure of
the dynamic network. Another important aspect is given by the
number of training time-windows. Including more information
from the past may capture important temporal patterns but also
increase the computational cost.
To evaluate the impact of past information in the prediction performance we vary the amount of data used in the
prediction model and include information from the previous
{1, 3, 5, 7, 9} time-windows. We illustrate the results for the

1-contact case as we observed that the remarks made on this
value are consistent with other κ values as well. For the
size of the time-window we select the most granular duration
(the scanning rate used in the mobile trace) and two other
values that represent 5× and 10× this duration. Thus, we
consider time-windows of duration {120, 600, 1200} seconds
for Sig09 and Infocom05 and use {15, 75, 150} seconds for
Rollernet (which has a more granular frequency).
The results are presented in Fig. 5 by means of 3D plots
that represent the F1 score as a function of the time-window
duration and the number past time-windows used in the
prediction model. On the x-axis we examine different timewindow durations and the y-axis (labeled past intervals in
Fig. 5) denotes the number of time-windows used in the
prediction model. For example, a past interval of length 9
for a time-window of 1200 seconds means that, based on
the contacts recorded during the previous 9 intervals of 1200
seconds, we predict contacts during the next time-window.
The figure illustrates that the most recent information plays
the most important role in the prediction performance. For
all three datasets, using data from the latest three timeperiods achieves the highest performance and older information has little predictive power. This indicates that the most
recent interactions are the most important in predicting the
immediate future. We can also observe that the longer the
duration of the time-window, the less accurate the prediction
performance. This suggests that aggregating data over longer
durations is prone to larger errors. Taking the example of
Infocom05 (Fig. 5(a)), the results show that predicting the
contact opportunities during the next 2 minutes shows an F1
score of 0.8 and the performance drops with 50% when trying
to predict what will happen during the next 20 minutes. For
Rollernet, which represents a more dynamic scenario, the drop
of performance is even higher with a 70% decrease when
trying to predict the contacts during the next 150 seconds
compared to a 15-seconds time-window.
D. κ-contact prediction results
Based on the previous observations of the optimal number
of past intervals we assess the performance of predicting κcontact relationships. We vary the value of κ from 1 to 7
and consider three durations for the time-window: {120, 600,
1200} seconds for Infocom05 and Sig09 and {15, 75, 150}
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Fig. 6. The efficiency of predicting κ-contact relationships for different durations of the time-window. On the y-axis we represent the prediction performance
and on the x-axis we vary the value of κ-contact from 1 to 7.

seconds for Rollernet. The results are illustrated in Fig. 6.
First, we observe that predicting that two nodes will be in
direct communication range shows particularly poor results in
very dynamic mobile settings (e.g. Rollernet that describes a
rollerblading activity) and for longer durations of the timewindow. Thus, in situations that involve important changes in
the network topology, predicting that nodes will be in direct
contact is prone to large errors.
Relaxing the prediction objective beyond direct contact
relationships reveals more accurate predictive power. Overall,
the greater the value for κ the more effective the prediction
performance. On average (for all mobility traces and different
time-window durations) predicting that nodes will be at most
at a distance 2, 3, and 4 shows an improvement of 7%, 10%,
and 11% compared to the case where we want to predict direct
meetings between mobile users. While the improvement is
important for small values of κ we notice that there is little
benefit in extending the prediction for a κ greater than 3.
The most significant increase, compared to the direct contact
case, can be observed for κ = 2 with an average increase
of 10% for Rollernet, 7% for Infocom05, and 6% for Sig09.
The benefit is negligible when trying to predict the network
change in the immediate horizon but it becomes significant
when trying to make predictions over longer periods of time.
Taking the case of Infocom05 for a time-window of 1200
seconds and Rollernet for 150 seconds, predicting that nodes
will be separated by at most two nodes (κ-contact = 3)
reveals an improvement of 60% for Infocom05 and 74% for
Rollernet compared to the direct contact prediction case.
While we leave a more detailed analysis of these findings
for future work, we give two plausible explanations for these
results. First, as we showed in Fig. 4, a non-negligible number
of nodes, although never in direct contact, they come at a 2hop distance. By extending the prediction objective to 2-hop
contacts, we include these potential events into consideration,
which appear to have a more predictable nature. Then, as
showed in Section III direct contacts between mobile users
are scarce and short-lived, which makes them more difficult
to predict in very dynamic scenarios and for longer time horizons. This explains the low prediction effectiveness observed
with Rollernet and for longer time-windows for Sig09 and
Infocom05. Thus, extending the notion of contact to κ-contact

gives us access to more stable connections (nodes leave direct
connectivity but remains in κ-contact for longer durations) that
reveal a more predictable nature.
V. P RACTICAL IMPLICATIONS
To capture the possible benefit that κ-contact prediction
would bring in practical scenario we propose and evaluate the
following use-case example.
We consider a content producer, located on the Internet, that
regularly publishes content for a known group of collocated
mobile users that communicate with the server using the
cellular infrastructure. Content is categorized in topics. Users
subscribe to these topics and content is pushed to users upon
creation. We also consider that, in order to reduce the amount
of cellular traffic caused by content delivery, the content
producer collects data about the mobile contact traces and
relies on a κ-contact prediction functionality when transmitting
information to users. More specifically, at the publication of
a content, instead of individually transmitting the content to
each subscriber, the content producer optimizes the delivery
process based on the predicted κ-contact opportunities. For
example, if the server predicts that two users, interested in the
same content, will be in κ-contact, a message is sent to only
one of these nodes which will opportunistically forward the
message to the other node when they will be κ-contact. We
also assume that nodes are capable of sensing their κ-vicinity
and can detect when a targeted user is in κ-contact. To collect
nearby topological knowledge, we assume the existence of a
link-state protocol gathering nearby knowledge under the form
of a connectivity graph. The implementation itself is beyond
the scope of our study, yet a previous analysis studied the
impact of monitoring overhead [8].
We design the experimental setting using ONE simulation
environment [19]. In our experiments we set the number of
topics to 100. Each mobile node randomly subscribes to 20
up to 100 topics. For the prediction module, we use a timewindow of 75 seconds for Rollernet, and 600 seconds for
Infocom05 and Sig09. Content is uniformly created throughout
the duration of the experiments (that covers the duration of a
mobility trace) and the results are averaged over 10 simulation
runs. We also consider an infinite cache size at the user
side and assume that the content is small enough to fit into
one message in the communication between content producer
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Fig. 7. The percent of traffic with the infrastructure that can be reduced through κ-contact prediction and mobile opportunistic communications. On the
y-axis we represent the traffic reduction compared to the case where content is sent to mobile users using only the infrastructure. On the x-axis we present
different values for κ-contact.

and the users and between the mobile users. To measure the
impact of κ-contact prediction we report the reduction in
the number of messages in the communication between the
content producer and the mobile users when using κ-contact
prediction module compared to a case where the content is
individually sent to each user using the cellular infrastructure.
The results are presented in Fig. 7. First, we observe that
the greater the value of κ-contact, the greater the potential
of traffic reduction. The biggest improvement of predicting
beyond direct neighbors is noticed for κ = 2, that shows an
improvement of 6% for Sig09, 7% in Infocom05, and 30%
for Rollernet. The potential traffic reduction is directly affected by the characteristics of the traces: κ-vicinity properties
(presented in Fig. 4) and prediction performance (presented
in Fig. 6). Taking the example of Sig09, even if the effectiveness of the prediction showed little improvement for κ =
2 compared to κ = 1 the potential reduction is nevertheless
important (6%). This is explained by the significant number
of nodes located at a 2-hop distance detected with the κcontact prediction. The benefit is even more substantial in
the case of Rollernet. By counting on the pairs of nodes
connected at a 2-hop distance (that exceed the number of
direct contact opportunities), the traffic reduction attains a
performance of 33% compared to 5% when using only direct
contact prediction.
VI. R ELATED WORK
The DTN community used different ways to benefit from
a node’s neighborhood. Some relied on the social behavior
of users. In urban areas, where people tend to form communities around points of interests, Ott et al. presented a
protocol leveraging end-to-end and multi-hop DTN paths [20].
Sarafijanovic-Djukic et al. made a similar observation for
VANET [21]. Heimlicher and Salamatian demonstrated that
mobile wireless networks tend to have connected crowds [4].
The transient notion between all these studies is that there
are immediate neighborhood structures to use but none of
them actually defined a notion of vicinity for DTN. Similar
principles have also been considered even in other contexts,
such as wireless mesh networks [22].
In the latest years, analyzing human mobility to detect
useful patterns and to derive accurate prediction models has

been well studied. Song et al. observed that, despite the
many decisions influencing our daily routines, there is a 93%
potential in predicting user mobility [23]. Clauset and Eagle
revealed strong periodicities in contact periods between mobile
users that may depend on the environment under study (the
physical place and the type of user activity) [3]. Zayani et
al. studied the problem of predicting contact opportunities
between mobile users [7]. Using a tensor-based link prediction
technique, they provide evidence about the predictive power
of various features that capture both the topological distance
and the physical proximity between users. In this work we
focus on one specific aspect of human mobility, i.e. predicting
if two nodes will be in each other κ-vicinity. Our analysis is
close to the work of Zayani et al. but differs in the prediction
goal (we extend the contact prediction to the κ-contact case),
the mobility traces under study, and the prediction framework
(we use a supervised learning framework compared to the
unsupervised setting used in their paper).
From a general point of view, our prediction objective is
related to the link prediction problem in complex networks.
This topic is an important research direction in several domains that define relationships between different entities. This
includes predicting the co-authorship of research publications,
hyperlinks between web pages, or human communication patterns [13], [14], [24], [25]. Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg have
studied the predictive power of various topological features
and observed that the Katz measure performs consistently
well. While analyzing the predictive power of non-topological
attributes Al Hasan et al. observed that the frequency of
interactions (e.g. co-authorship of scientific papers) is an
efficient predictive variable [26]. We build on this knowledge,
and we analyze the predictive powers of different features
(topological measures and the frequency of users encounters)
in predicting the κ-contact relationships between mobile users.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we addressed the problem of predicting κcontact opportunities between mobile users – predict if users
will find themselves at a distance of at most κ-hops from
one another. By analyzing three real-world contact traces,
we observed that one can obtain better performances when
predicting 2+ -contacts compared to the direct contact case. To

assess the impact of these findings in a real-world application,
we proposed a simulation experiment in which, by combining
mobile opportunistic communications with κ-contact prediction one can reduce the amount of traffic used in the communication of mobile nodes with the infrastructure. Our results
suggest that services benefiting from contact predictions can
efficiently exploit the predictable nature of κ-contacts.
Research in the area of κ-contact prediction and its applications is an open subject with many possible extensions.
First, as the observations made in this paper are based on
specific mobility settings (conferences and rollerblading) more
work is needed in order to understand to what extend these
observations can be generalized to other mobility scenarios.
The quality of the prediction shows promising performances,
yet not optimal, and suggests there is still room for improvement. One way to increase the prediction performance
is to consider additional features in the prediction model.
This includes information about the geographical co-location
patterns of nodes (not available in the traces used in this paper)
that showed strong predictive power in the link prediction
problem [7], [14]. Then, in this study, we only consider a onestep ahead prediction problem (we use information received
in the previous m time periods to predict what will happen
during m + 1 period). To cover a larger range of situations the
prediction objective can be extended to further time periods,
i.e. predict contacts during subsequent time periods m + 1,
m+2, ..., m+n. This can be particularly favorable in situations
where collecting and processing data adds a significant delay,
for which immediate prediction can be considered outdated.
Finally, the current evaluation of the applicability of κcontact prediction in real-world scenarios considers some
simplifying assumptions and more work would be needed to
assess the benefit of κ-contact prediction in practice. This
includes an evaluation of the additional cost of collecting data
about nodes’ mobility and the feasibility of implementing a
mechanism capable of detecting the κ-contact communication
opportunities.
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